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Convincing end to end package: profine to present innovative product solutions with an extensive range of services
With its KBE, Kömmerling, and Trocal brands, profine Group ranks
among the world’s leading providers of PVC-U window systems. At BAU
2015, the group will be represented at Stand 309 in Hall C4.
There it will be presenting a wide range of innovative product solutions
and comprehensive services that together form a highly acclaimed end
to end package in the sector.
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Besides the new “System 76” for the high-volume standard segment,
the presentations will also be focusing on the “PremiDoor 88 lux”
lift/sliding door variant and “proCoverTec”, the innovative surface
finishing technology from profine.
profine will be presenting its flagship system with 76 mm installation
depth as both double and centre seal versions including some selected
upgrade technologies: the self regulating ventilation system “ClimaTec
76”; “proEnergyTec” foaming complying with the passive house standard set out in the ift guideline WA 15/2; and the “AddOn” aluminium
compound sash.
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As an additional exhibition highlight, the profine project management
will be presenting an extensive range of services for architects, housing
associations, contract placing authorities, and manufacturers. The
range of consultancy services includes planning, bids for tenders, installation, and onsite approval procedures, boosting reliability for partner
companies.
profine Group will also be setting new trends with a wide product portfolio from its Semifinished Products Business Unit, including sheets, shutter systems, building and industrial profiles, and construction elements.
The highlights presented at the exhibition will be an exterior blinds solution and a “VariNova” add-on box for the 76 mm window system. The
latter will be fitted with building side rails featuring the “proCoverTec”
finish. From its construction elements portfolio, profine will be presenting a door of stainless steel brushed in the colour anthracite.
“We see ourselves as the contact for all involved in the building process. Accordingly, we want to focus not only on innovative products, but
above all on our services expertise for the various target groups in the
sector,” explained Dr Peter Mrosik, owner and CEO of profine.
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About profine:
profine GmbH – International Profile Group – is a worldwide leading manufacturer of PVC-U profiles for windows and doors and a renowned provider of
shutter systems and PVC sheets. With its KBE, KÖMMERLING, and TROCAL
brands, the Group has an excellent international standing at 29 sites in 22
countries. profine Group manufactures at production facilities in Germany,
France, Italy, Spain, Russia, India, Ukraine, the USA and China, with its head
office in Troisdorf, North Rhine-Westphalia, and a payroll of 3,000.

